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One Leading CRO Is Making Risk Based Monitoring 
Part of Every Study it Touches.
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The Challenge

          Traditional Monitoring Services Aren’t 
          Enough Anymore

In recent years, the clinical trial industry has been embracing 
risk based monitoring (RBM) practices to protect the rights 
and safety of human subjects and ensure the quality of data 
submitted to regulatory bodies.
 
In 2013, the U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA) published 
an industry guidance report about the value of RBM. The 
report recommends emphasizing centralized monitoring over 
traditional site visits to detect data anomalies, prioritize and 
guide	site	visits,	and	quickly	correct	identified	deficiencies.
 
By combining centralized monitoring techniques — such as 
statistical data checks and automated alerting — with site visits 
and	traditional	data	verification,	the	FDA	asserts	that	sponsors	
will enjoy a “quality control tool” that “more readily [facilitates] 
continual improvement in trial conduct and oversight.” 
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According to the FDA report, sponsors and CROs can 
benefit	 from	using	RBM	 to	 verify	 resource	productivity	 and	
performance, evaluate training programs, and clarify protocol 
requirements to ensure that current and future studies are 
carried out as planned.
 
Thanks in part to this guidance, sponsors are expressing 
more interest in RBM. Given the complexity of databases and 
spreadsheets, pharmaceutical companies have a hard time 
addressing RBM on their own and are looking to CROs for 
help.
 
Recognizing the growing demand for RBM services, one 
leading CRO decided to implement a comprehensive RBM 
solution that could be used with multiple data systems.

Key Solution Components

Why Saama?

> Regularly refreshed data from multiple 
    sources, such as Medidata, ARISg, and 
    CTMS
> Configurable	key	risk	indicators	(KRIs)	
    with normalized metrics
> Automated alerts, associated with 
    threshold breaches
> Issue	tracking	and	workflow
   Role-based, visual dashboards

> 	Effective	risk	mitigation	strategies	and	
					workflows
>  Standard set of RBM dashboards and 
     visualizations
>  Open access to data/systems
>  Cluster analysis and statistical 
     monitoring
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          Saama Fit the Bill for the CRO’s RBM 
          Approach

After developing a detailed process map for RBM that included 
scope	requirements	and	the	training	of	clinical	staff	on	RBM-
specific	roles,	the	CRO	found	the	technology	partner	it	needed	
in Saama.
 
Working with the Senior Directors of Global Study Management 
and Clinical Research, the Saama team helped the CRO conduct 
a pilot program across two studies.
 
A dedicated project team worked collaboratively to aggregate 
data from the CRO’s CTMS, as well as the EDC systems and lab 
questionnaires owned by the sponsors. The pilot ran in parallel 
with existing monitoring procedures, to ensure that active 
studies weren’t exposed to additional risks.

The Solution

The solution delivers exactly what 
we asked for and matches well 
with our RBM philosophy.

“ “

Senior Director of Global Study Management

Key Results
>  New business wins and competitive 
    advantage
> 	A	more	effective	and	replicable	RBM	
    process, led by a central data analyst/
    clinical risk manager
> 	A	significant	reduction	in	manual	work
>  Faster	issue	identification	and	resolution



Saama Products

Risk Based Monitoring
Enables smarter resource allocation and 
risk reduction through full visibility into 
KRIs across an entire study portfolio.
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          RBM Is Proving Beneficial for Business 
          Development

After	the	pilot	ended,	five	more	studies	were	brought	on	board	
and plans are in the works for a general rollout. Sponsors are 
seeing added value from the comprehensive RBM solution, 
and the CRO has been winning new deals by adding Risk Based 
Monitoring to traditional services when bidding new studies.
 
With the Risk Based Monitoring solution from Saama, the 
CRO’s RBM teams have been catching more of the things they 
need to catch while doing a lot less manual work. The software 
automatically	 sends	 alerts	 when	 core	 and	 protocol-specific	
KRIs	are	showing	cause	for	concern,	so	technicians	can	spend	
their	time	quickly	responding	to	identified	issues	before	they	
turn into more serious problems.
 
“There really isn’t another tool that can send alerts based on 
threshold breaches,” says the CRO’s Senior Director of Global 
Study Management. “The solution delivers exactly what we 
asked for and matches well with our RBM philosophy.”

Results

!

Get Started with Saama Today

Learn more about how Saama can help 
you take a risk based monitoring approach 
to your studies.
Visit saama.com or call us at 888-205-3500.

www.saama.com   Request a Demo

http://www.saama.com


Saama Technologies is the advanced clinical data and analytics company, unleashing wisdom from data to deliver 
actionable	business	outcomes	for	the	life	sciences	industry.	Saama’s	unified,	AI-driven	clinical	data	analytics	cloud	
platform seamlessly integrates, curates, and animates unlimited sources of structured, unstructured, and real-world 
data to deliver actionable insights.

About Saama Technologies, Inc.
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